Multi Pane Window
52½”x 52½”
To make the quilt pictured:

You need:






1 3/8 of light for outer border
1 1/8 yard of novelty fabric for the view – I used giraffes
¾ yard of dark brown for sashing strips and first border
1/2 yard of green for window sills
½ yard of tan for inner window



½-yard of fabric for the binding
This quilt is made up of one 15.5” (before sewn into the quilt) block. It looks like this:

Cut:



On this diagram are the sizes needed to cut for each block:
Use your novelty fabric, tan, and green. In order to make each HST, cut a 4” square of each one, sew
together across the middle and trim to 3.5”. Or make a 3.5” HST in any method you desire.



From dark brown
12 – 1.5”x12.5”
4 – 1.5” x 50.5” strips for sashiung
From light for border
To be discussed later in pattern



Construct blocks:
1. Make your main blocks:
 Sew tan 3.5”x12.5” to left side of novelty square. Press.



Make Half Square Triangle (HST) in green and tan using your favorite method.



Sew HST as shown in diagram above to green strip for window sill.



Sew combined strip to the novelty and tan print for finished block:

How to make this quilt:
1. Construct your blocks as shown above.
2. Make three strips that look like this, adding the dark brown sashing in between your blocks and on
each side like this:

3. Add a row of 1.5” x 50.5” brown sashing in between the strip of blocks and to the top

Then add a brown strip to the next row of window panes

Repeat so that it now looks like this:

4. Add light border
Cut 5”xWOF and add to the sides for your border. Measure across the middle, cut, and sew first to the
sides, and then repeat for the top and bottom. (Or reversed – in mine, I actually did it first to the top
and bottom and then to the sides.
5. Press well.
6. Sandwich, using whatever type of batting and backing you prefer
7. Quilt as desired.
8. Bind, using whatever method you wish.

It’s that easy!!!!
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Your quilt is finished! Enjoy!

My block looks like this:

Close up of some of the quilting!

